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Show your Attitude: THOMAS SABO designs heritage-inspired Rebel at heart 

Autumn/Winter 2018 Collection 

 

Lauf a. d. Pegnitz, 5 June, 2018 - Iconic designs, richness of detail and an exciting mix of materials – 

the Rebel at heart Autumn/Winter 2018 Collection pays tribute to expressive jewellery creations 

brought to life in a layering and stacking style, and is accompanied by an impressive expansion of the 

collection, rich in symbolism. The designs of the Autumn/Winter 2018 season make individually 

combinable rings, necklaces and bracelets a personal statement and emphasise the THOMAS SABO 

brand heritage more strongly than ever thanks to the extensive innovations: The focus is on blackened 

925 Sterling silver, leather pieces and the brand´s unique, expressive design.   

The new Iconic Chains are intrinsically linked to the THOMAS SABO rebel look. Edgy elements give 

a piercing look to the wearer, and variations of popular THOMAS SABO necklaces and bracelets, with 

individual link elements and iconic clasps, create a modern look, dripping in attitude. As a highlight, 

elaborately hand-forged chain links create exclusive statement pieces, with each integrating different 

elements of the THOMAS SABO Rebel at heart design language into each segment.   

The diverse facets of the Collection also include the enriching and exquisite Desert Sky lucky charms 

that reinterpret the silversmithing art and millennia-old mysticism of the Saharan nomads. 

Complemented by numerous iconic signet rings, leather straps, royal skull designs and watches, 

the elaborately designed Collection combines the unmistakable Rebel at heart DNA with a new, 

unconventional way of wearing jewellery.         
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"Accepting challenges, questioning contradictions, and being open to new things - each personal and 

creative style mix of our Rebel at heart masterpieces presents inner strength. Show who you are", 

says Creative Director Susanne Kölbli about the Collection's statement.      

The new Autumn/Winter Collection will be available from July 2018 in all THOMAS SABO shops and 

shop-in-shops, in the online shop at www.thomassabo.com and from selected partners.  

 

About THOMAS SABO  

THOMAS SABO is one of the globally-leading jewellery, watches and beauty companies, designing, selling and 

distributing lifestyle products for women and men. The company, established in 1984 by Thomas Sabo in Lauf an 

der Pegnitz, southern Germany, operates around 300 of its own shops across all five continents with a total of 

around 1,860 employees. At its headquarters, THOMAS SABO employs a staff of around 490. THOMAS SABO 

also collaborates globally with approximately 2,800 trade partners as well as leading airlines and cruise operators. 

 
 

http://www.thomassabo.com/

